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* A peaceful campaign for civil rights for Catholics became a violent 
conflict over the legitimacy of the Northern Irish state.

* Paramilitary organisations from the Republican and Loyalist 
communities (IRA, INLA, UVF, UDA).

* They were distinguished from mainstream Unionist and Nationalist 
politics only by their engagement in violent extremism.

* The concept of radicalisation and the practice of deradicalisation
were not used.

* The politically motivated prisoners resisted a criminal identity 
(hunger strikes etc).

* There has been a peace agreement since 1998.

* Violence is now at a very low level though grievances and division 
continue. 
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Background

* Over 3500 people killed in the 
conflict 1968 – 1998

* 966 killed by loyalists

* Sentenced Loyalist prisoners in 
one wing;

* Loyalist violence was a defensive 
reaction to the threat that the 
IRA posed to their people and 
identity. 

* Nearly 10,000 loyalists were 
imprisoned. (12,000 republicans 
were imprisoned)

https://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/northern-ireland/loyalists-write-to-pm-withdrawing-support-for-good-friday-agreement-40156858.html


* Assumes deficits in responsibility for 
offending and its consequences and 
an inability and/or unwillingness to 
change

* Based upon risk assessment which 
identifies personal and social needs 
associated with offending.

* Assumes deficits in values and skills 
required to reduce the risk of re-
offending

* Assumes the need to comply with 
the authority of the expert to 
assess, plan, intervene and monitor

* Have a clear political ideology and 
strategy to support their actions and 
its intended harmful consequences.

* Resist the identity of offender.

* Victims are defined as the enemy

* Share a collective rather than 
individual responsibility for their 
actions which strengthens their 
commitment, loyalty and solidarity

* Tend to articulate their views clearly 
and assertively

* Adopt an antagonistic position in 
relation to authority

*
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*A closed mind – dichotomised thinking about 

judging right and wrong

*A closed heart – cynically dehumanise the 

people that they target, ‘the enemy’

*A closed will – fear of alternative strategies 

(psychological survival)



Downloading                                                               Violence

Denying

Absence

Blaming others

‘Us v them’

Closed will

Fear

Closed heart

Cynicism

Closed mind

Judgement

De-sensing

‘Echo chambers’
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Loyalist prisoner group

*Serving long sentences for very serious 

offences;

*Differing release dates;

*14 participated;

*Three year programme. (2010-2013)
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*The problem is the harm caused not the 

people;

*To repair the harm, those most affected are 

included so that they can actively participate 

in gaining understanding and agreeing what 

should be done;

*The process involves storytelling and dialogue;

*Key values include respect, responsibility, the 

importance of relationship and truth. 
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*The importance of social bonding and 

connection with others. 

*Maturation: taking responsibility for ones 

actions and their consequences.

*Identity or narrative transformation: from the 

condemnation script to the redemption script 

(Maruna 2001).
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*Combines ideas from desistance theory and restorative 
justice particularly the movement from a 
condemnation script to a redemption script (Maruna) 
and relationships with family and community.

*Focus on harm rather than the person or ideology

*Refuses to pathologise

*Does not moralise though engages in moral questions

* Is based upon a learning process – lectures, dialogue, 
reading, the use of DVDs, role play and assignments 

*Developed into an accredited University of Ulster 
certificate in Restorative Practices



“I came into this blind. I didn’t really know 

what it was going to be about. The truth is, I 

enjoyed it. It was a real eye opener, it was. I 

didn’t have any negative experiences. I didn’t 

think I liked RJ before coming here, but 

thought I liked it in the end. Even the 

homework has helped me put things into 

perspective. You think ‘yeah, that’s what I 

believe’. It is good to get it down on paper.”
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*To clarify what loyalism means and what it 

means to be a loyalist in practice on release

*To consider how best to prepare for release 

*To offer an invitation to explore a different 

relationship with conflict through restorative 

practices
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*Build relationships so as to get know the 
individuals through trust

*Download the ideology

*Test the validity and effectiveness of the 
ideology in practice

*Offer alternative narratives

*Test alternative behaviours through restorative 
justice

*Raise questions of victims
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*Explained role and discussed the power implications

*Reviewed possible roles

*Chose learning model – student-teacher through which 
both parties had something to learn and to teach

*Disclosed our own backgrounds

*Established our commitment to non-violence 

*Established respect – managing our own judgments and 
a commitment to listen and understand in the face of 
aggressive testing

* Sought and gained permission to ask difficult questions

*The emergence of rituals or etiquette
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*The dialogues were conducted at micro, meso
and macro levels (Schmid 2013) Inquiry 
commenced at the meso-level, understanding 
the ideology of loyalism. This was often related 
to the macro-level of the history, politics and 
culture within which loyalism was both a 
product and an agent. As trust and respect 
developed increasingly some individuals felt 
free to speak at the micro-level of personal 
experiences and motivations.
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*The practitioner asks questions (because we do 

not know) and stimulates critical thinking 

(because they do not know what they do not 

know).

*Dialogue with each other

*Dialogue with oneself (often invisible)



I found I had a voice in the class

…I was allowed to say what I want.

You did not take it in a bad way.

We became more open with each other.

Not only to you but to each other.
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*A sense of injustice and shame

*Characterised by deep ambivalence between 

the positive ‘sacred values’ (Atran) and the 

negative image of loyalism

*Tended to result in ‘circular’ conversations 

which did not progress or generate new ideas

*Created a healthy frustration



“This class – where Loyalism is at, where 

is it going, how can we make a better 

environment for everybody. We want 

that. We all want that for our kids. But 

we can’t have that when we have the 

f***** Historical Enquiries Team 

constantly pulling you back to the past 

again and again.” 

“I’ve been living in a circle and I’m 

trying to break out of the circle”
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*Facing the truth – the evidence, the facts

Loyalists killed

*692 Catholic civilians

*128 Protestant civilians

*93 Loyalist paramilitary

*39 Republican paramilitary

*14 British security 
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*Effectiveness – has your community, your 
family and you benefited more than lost?

*Studying the history of loyalist politics to offer 
alternative narratives

*Showing DVDs on restorative themes

*Asking prisoners to consider questions about 
victims and remorse. 

*Role plays examining non-violent responses to 
harm
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*Victims (Letshert and Staiger 2010, Walgrave 2015) 
include not only those that individuals have directly 
harmed, but the victims’ families, the community in 
general that has witnessed and been affected by 
their violence and the families of the perpetrators.

*Collective responsibility v personal narratives

*The experience of being desensitised to victims is a 
staged process from street disorder to murder. 
Offers strategic intervention possibilities.

*Acceptance of remorse
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*Not in this project

*What terrorists want 

➢To be ‘special’, a hero: revenge, renown and 

reaction (Richardson) 

*Encounter with the victim

➢Focus on harm not the cause or the person: ‘the 

banality of evil’.

➢Presence rather than absence or representation

➢I am not afraid of you.



“I just want to make one point about being in a 

room with a Catholic [facilitator]. I never done 

that in my life before this. Leaving this class 

today, I’ve got more respect for Catholics than I 

ever had before. There is good in Catholics.  I’m 

willing to learn in the future. This opened my 

eyes to things, the crime I was in for, and things 

I done in the past. I can see how there were 

victims. I never seen it like that before. I was 

just doing what I was told to do. I do have a 

heart, I do have feelings and they’re starting to 

show. If there was another course [like this] I’d 

take it.”
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*Foundation skills in restorative practices

*Role play

*Exploring non-violence in a prison and 

community context



“Personally, I found this well 

interesting. Eye opening to be honest. 

Things were brought out that we’d 

never have thought of on our own. I’d 

have never given any thought to 

restorative justice processes for one. It 

made us think a lot more. In here, 

you’re in a bubble and you just take 

each day as it comes. Me personally, I 

don’t look back and don’t think about 

what’s to come.”
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*Four prisoners successfully completed a certificate in 
Restorative Practices

*Five others completed one module 

*Two dropped out

*Two transferred to another part of the prison

*Four have been released

*One has been in contact with us on release and is 
working with a community restorative justice project

*One is a volunteer working with the homeless

*One has become a drug dealer
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* The problem is the person

* Risks and needs causing harm

* Compliance 

* Condemnation

* Representation of the victim

* Evidence based practice

* Judged on reoffending

* The problem is the harm

* Obligations and needs arising 

from the harm

* Commitment

* Redemption

* The presence of the victim

* Practice based evidence

* Judged on righting the wrong

*



When you hit a wrong 
note, it’s the next 
note that you play 
that determines if it 
is good or bad. 

Miles Davis
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Contact

info@timchapman.eu
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Downloading                                                               Destroying

Denying

Absencing and hubris

Blaming others

‘Us v them’

Closed will

Fear

Closed heart

Hate

Closed mind

Ignorance

De-sensing

‘Echo chambers’
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suspending

redirecting

letting go

Seeing
with fresh eyes

Sensing 

from the field

Prototyping the new by

linking head, heart, hand

Crystallizing 
vision and intention

embodying

enacting

letting come

Presencing 
connecting to Source

Downloading
past patterns

Who is my Self? What is my Work?

Performing by 

operating from the whole

VoF
Open 

Will

VoC
Open 

Heart

VoJ
Open 

Mind
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Truth process

1. Forensic truth

2. Narrative truth

3. Dialogical truth

4. Transformative truth



Environment and history

. 

Behaviour

Capability

Beliefs and values

Identity

Purpose and meaning

Safety,  Justice, Control

Respect and Belonging

I

believe
that  
I cannot

change

here 



Environment and history

Grown up with violent conflict and 

sectarianism 

Behaviour

Attacking republicans, defending the 

community

V 

Drug dealing and gangsterism

Capability

Do what we do best - violence 

V

Republicans are smarter

Beliefs

Patriotism, the Queen and 

Protestantism. To sacrifice one’s life

V

Sectarianism and racism 

Identity

British, loyal and protestant

V

Bigoted scumbags

Purpose and meaning

To protect our community and way of 

life

V

To gain power and make money

I
believed
that it was the 
best thing
I could do
In these
circumstances

I
don’t 
Know
how I can 
change 
in these
circumstances

The ‘circle’



Environment and history

. 

Behaviour

Capability

Beliefs and values

Identity

Purpose and meaning

Safety,  Justice, Control

Respect and Belonging

I

believe
that  
I can

change

here 


